
***FREE HEALING SERVICE***

Come Expe!ence " Grace of " Holy Spi!t!

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13TH, 2014
All Faiths / All Spiritualities

Especially for People Suffering from Cancer, Chronic & Difficult-to-Heal Conditions;
Those Stuck in Their Life: in Beliefs & Patterns that Block Joy—

—and Anyone in Need of the Touch of Light & Hope!

4:00 pm - 6:30 pm
Held at: Unity on the North Shore*: 3434 Center St, Evanston IL 60201

Admission Free - Love Offerings Accepted

Rev. Nettie M. Spiwack is an ordained 
interfaith minister and spiritual healer. With 
thousands of hours of practice in a wide 
variety of spiritual disciplines. Rev. Nettie has 
brought people on healing pilgrimages to 
India, Israel and Brazil; and has escorted 
people to John of God and the Casa Dom 
Inacio. More: revnettie.com

Dr. (and Rev.) Wendy Chojnowski is an 
ordained  minister, healer and teacher. 
Wendy has conducted numerous healing 
services in Canada, the US and Europe, 
especially in Poland. She is fluent in 
Polish. Wendy is working on a dissertation 
at United Theological Seminary on the role of 
forgiveness in healing.

Wendy & Nettie met almost 15 years ago 
when they were in the ordination program of 
noted healer & teacher Rev. Dr. Ron Roth.

Rev. Nettie M. Spiwack, Spiritual Healer

Dr. Wendy Chojnowski, Ordained Minister

Spirit is the engine; 
the body, mind and emotions are but cars on the train. 

Healing services charge the healing battery directly from Divine Source; letting 
the engine, and not the caboose, pull the train. 

No particular kind of belief is required, only an openness to 
what Divine Spirit-Love-God can bring.

 “This work is really about reaching a person's soul; and healing the wounds of the 
soul. The soul has no religion. People come because of physical wounds that need 

healing, but it's not just the physical wounds that need healing. They are often a catalyst to 
have the individual attend to the great needs of the soul.”

— Rev. Wendy

“True spiritual healers recognize that healing emanates from a Divine Source, by 
whatever name we call that Source; capable of things beyond our limited imaginings. Or, 

as my mother, a committed agnostic, used to say: ‘There are no atheists in foxholes.’ That 
Divine Source is where the healing comes from, not from the healers themselves. Any 

healer worth their salt will decline to claim any credit for healings that happen around or 
through them. They know it is solely, only and always the power of God.” — Rev. Nettie

Spiritual Healing is always in addition to, and never a substitute for, 
qualified medical or therapeutic treatment. Follow your Dr.’s instructions!

*We are grateful to have space at Unity. This is not a Unity-sponsored event.


